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The Design of Flat Energy Management Structure for Iron & Steel Enterprises in China

Introduction

For China, iron and steel industry is the third biggest GHG contributor in 2014.

→ Energy saving is quite a significant issue for iron and steel enterprises in China.

The energy saving BATs (Best Action Technologies) for iron and steel industry have been applied on a large scale.

→ Informationized and effective energy management will play a more important role.

The necessity of energy management structure reconstruction

The hierarchical management structure → Low dispatch permission for dispatcher → Dispatch order delay → Miss the best dispatch time → Poor dispatch effect

Low efficiency: the hierarchical energy management structure

→ High efficiency: the flat energy management structure

The design of flat energy management structure

All the energy management structure patterns here are abstract summaries based on typical iron and steel enterprises in China. We divide all the patterns into two levels, total flat structure and partial flat structure, by different flatness.

Total flat structure:

Energy dispatch by energy center is to balance the supply and demand of energy, which is the key of energy management to achieve the least waste of energy.

The EMS and energy management of iron and steel enterprises in China

The following figures based on our investigation are demonstration of EMS and energy dispatch of iron and steel enterprises in China.

→ It is the hierarchical management structure and low information transfer efficiency that lead to inefficient energy management.

Many iron and steel enterprises in China have established energy control centers or energy centers with EMS (Energy Management System). However, the energy saving effects of EMS differ among different enterprises.

→ How to combine energy management with EMS is the key to make a difference, which means that a redesigning of energy management structure is necessary.

The EMS and energy management in iron and steel enterprises

EMS is an information platform to collect all important information. All these valuable information will support the energy management at all levels.

Partial flat structure:

Partial flat structure is the transitional phase of total flat structure, which generally means the operations can’t be unattended and with lower permission.

The following figures based on our investigation are the schematic diagrams of typical flat structure.

Case model 1 (based on Tianjin Iron & Steel Group Co., LTD.)

Features: typical partial flat structure, good energy saving effect, structure redundancy of energy center.

Case model 2 (based on Hunan Valin Xiangtan Iron and Steel CO.,LTD.)

Features: clear management level, limited energy dispatch permission.

Case model 3 (based on WISCO headquarters)

Features: fast management transition and adaptation, poor energy saving effect.